WELCOME TO CERTABO® WORLD!
Certabo Nano User Manual
Thank you for purchasing Certabo Nano, the micro chess computer with e-ink display compatible with all Certabo
chessboards.

Initial Setting
The use of Certabo Nano is very simple, please follow the steps below. At first boot Certabo Nano will
automatically perform the calibration of the pieces. All function’s setting on Certabo Nano is made by spare
queens mainly, it is then necessary to calibrate the pieces first. We then recommend to place the pieces on the
board including the spare queens before the first power-up to allow setting and play immediately. However, it is
always possible to reconfigure the pieces at a later time.
1-Initial placement of pieces on the chessboard
With the chessboard's usb connector at the bottom right, place the pieces on the board the whites on the bottom
and the blacks on the top, place the spare queens too respectively the white in d3 and the black in d6.

Place pieces on chessboard before first boot as depicted
2 Connect the chessboard to the Certabo Nano
Connect the provided OTG Y cable to the central micro usb of the Certabo Nano, then the chessboard cable into
the female port of the OTG cable and finally connect the USB-A plug to a power bank or an external power supply
to the second micro usb port of the Certabo Nano.

As soon as the Certabo Nano module is powered up it will automatically start, wait few seconds for it to start. All
the LEDs of the 1,2,7,8 rows, d3 and d6 will light up and the calibration will start automatically. Wait a few seconds
for the calibration to finish. The pieces are now stored and no additional calibration is necessary unless you want
to change a set.
3- Remove spare queens from d3 and d6
Remove the spare queens from d3 and d6 it’s now possible to start setting parameters.
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Calibration of new pieces set after first boot
If you want to use a different set, for example a new set of pieces or if you need to carry out a new calibration,
proceed as follows. Connect the board without the pieces and turn on the Certabo Nano waiting for it to start up.
As soon as the Certabo Nano module is powered up it will start automatically wait a few seconds for it to start.
All the LEDs of the 1,2,7,8 rows only will light up. Place the pieces on the chessboard in the initial position and
the LEDs will turn off the device is ready for the initial calibration. Now place the spare white and black queens in
d3 and d6 respectively. Calibration will start automatically, the pieces will be recognized and stored. The
calibration phase will be shown on the display for a few seconds.

If you want to change the set, repeat the above reported procedure with a new set of electronic pieces. Note that
only one calibration can be performed at each startup. If you want to recalibrate restart the device and repeat
the procedure.

Setting of the playing options
All settings can be simply done with the spare queens. To set any option, place a spare queen on the specific
square relative to the desired chosen option. The four LEDs of the chessboard’s four corners will briefly light up
to confirm the correct registration. Confirmation of the selected option will also be highlighted on the display with
a darker outline of the selected field. See the main screen of parameter’s setting.
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Game modes
Certabo Nano features different game modes specifically the following three different types
1-Play vs. Maia (Human style Neural Network AI engine)
2-Play from any position of the chessboard
3-Game between two humans with chessboard analysis support

1-Play vs Maia
Certabo Nano integrates the Maia chess engine the famous engine based on neural network and trained on
millions of human games. With a playing style similar to a human Maia will make you enjoy every game.
Set difficulty level
On the Certabo Nano it is possible to select three different levels of difficulty. Place one of the two spare queens
to queen in b6 b6, d6; respectively for easy, medium and difficult level.

Please note that increasing the level of difficulty, the computation time given to Maia will increase and may extend
to several tens of seconds or minutes. However, it is always possible to have Maia performing the move at any
time, see below how to trigger this function once game is started.
Time
By default, the games are set on unlimited. It is possible anyhow to select three different times for timed games.
Place the queen in b4, c4, d4 for 5 + 0, 10 + 0, 15 + 5 respectively.

Color
To select the color to play with, place the spare queen in a5 or b5 to play with white (default) or black respectively.
Note that white shall always be at the bottom so to play with black turn the board.

Start the game
To start a game place one spare queen in a3 wait for the confirmation of the 4 LEDs remove the queen and, if
playing with white, make the first move or wait for Maia to move if playing with black.
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2-Play from any chessboard position
Play from position
To play from an any given position as white or black, place the queen on b3 or c3 respectively to enter the relative
mode.

You will prompted to remove the kings from the board and place the pieces in the desired position.

Afte removing the kings place all the pieces, place the kings on the board again and the game will start
automatically.

3-Play between two humans
If you want to play a game between humans with the computational support of Certabo Nano, during all phases
of the game, place the queen in a6 to select the option and then the queen in a3 to start the game.

While playing
Once any game has started, the display will show the list of moves and the time on the display, with convenient
time bars.
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Training
Certabo Nano is designed to help you improve your game level and become familiar with the most popular
openings. During any game you will be provided with specific information about the opening played if found in
the database to help you understand if you are playing a particular book opening. See following pic as example
guide

On top of that, you are continuously provided with the CP evaluation which will inform about your current
advantage or disadvantage you may have over your opponent.
At each move it is also possible to analyze the position and ask for help to evaluate the advantage and the relative
CP for any given move. If you want to use the training function during your turn, just lift a piece and wait a few
seconds so that the chess engine start proceeding to deep analysis of the position.
As soon as the led of the lifted piece light up, the deep analysis has been completed and the best variant is
calculated. Place the piece back in its position, and the best possible variant will be shown on the display and the
expected CP will also be calculated. At the same time, all the possible moves for the piece under analysis will be
shown on the chessboard by LEDs and the best one will be highlighted with a flashing. For example, the best
variant for the white bishop is found in d3.

If you want to run analysis for another piece or move repeat the same procedure by lifting another piece.
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Wrong positioning / Offset of a piece
If during a game a piece is inadvertently moved or is offset from a square, its LED will light up to warn you,
place/reposition on it square the led will go off.
Take back of the move
if during a game you want to go take back one or more moves, simply take the pieces back in the reverse sequence.
In case you are playing against Maia, first wait for the completion of its move then bring back Maia's piece and
then your own. The take back of your will also be shown by LEDs. It is possible to take back as many moves as you
like by going back to the beginning if necessary.
Force Maia’s move
As said by increasing the difficulty level, the calculation time given to Maia will increase accordingly and could
even extend to several tens of seconds or minutes. To force at anytime Maia to move, simply remove for a few
seconds, a king from the chessboard and put it back Maia will immediately make its move by executing the best
found one till that time.
End a game
To end a game or to return to the main screen, remove both kings from the board. All the LEDs will light up for a
couple of times to allow you to go back if necessary, otherwise after a few seconds you will be invited to place the
pieces back in the initial position to start a new game.

Software shutdown
To exit the application, first exit eventual game then place the kings in two central squares any of d4,d5,e4,e5 All
the LEDs will flash for a couple of times to allow you to go back if necessary otherwise after a few seconds the
software will be terminated on the display will show the Certabo logo. Wait about 15 seconds and then simply
unplug the power from the device.
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Upadate of Software
Certabo Nano can be simply updated by reflashing the microsd with new release as soon as they will be available.
Before removing the micro sd make sure that Certabo Nano is completely disconnected from the power bank
or any power source! Use a small tweezer for eyelashes to extract the micro sd from the slot on the left.

Microsd
Slot

ENJOY
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COMPLIANCE
https://pip.raspberrypi.com/public/categories/353
FCC COMPLIANCE
https://pip.raspberrypi.com/public/documents/RP-001425-CF/RP-001425-CF-1.pdf
https://pip.raspberrypi.com/public/documents/RP-001424-CF/RP-001424-CF-1.pdf

CE COMPLIANCE
https://pip.raspberrypi.com/public/documents/RP-001438-CF/RP-001438-CF-3.pdf
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